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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the researcher presents some points related to this research. Those include background of the study, statement of the study, purpose of the study, significance of the study, scope of the study, the hypothesis of the study, definition of the key term and organization of the Study

A. Background of Study
Language is a very important means of communication in daily human life. Human being uses language both in written and spoken forms to express their idea. As stated by Ramelan, language is an arbitrary system of speech sounds which is used in interpersonal communication by an aggregation of human beings, and which rather exhaustively catalogs thing, process, and events in the human environments. Ramelan. (1992). An Introduction to Language Analysis. Semarang: IKIP Semarang Press.

 English has become an international language. People communicate each other using English language. English is a key which opens the door to scientific and technological knowledge. The Indonesian government has chosen English as the first foreign language to be taught in the schools. 
English becomes one of compulsory subjects from Elementary School up to University. Therefore, the government provides a curriculum as the guidance of English teacher in teaching-learning process. In the English curriculum 2006, the learning activities involve listening, speaking, reading and writing. The four skills are taught cohesively. Although it is focused on the four skills, vocabulary is not separately taught from the four skills. 
From the definition above we can take the red line that language is quite important for people as a means of communication. People need language to express their ideas, feeling and thought or when they interact one and another. It is also used to transfer applied sciences, physical sciences and culture. English is the international language it means that English is the unifier language among people with different background from many parts of the world, in our country, English as a foreign language must be learned by Indonesia students from elementary level up to advance level. 
In learning foreign language, learners often get difficult in their attempts to understand or to be understood by others in certain aspects in using English. These difficulties may occur because every language is unique. Every language has own its own rules of sounds, words formation, sentences, and structure. It means that each language has its own characteristics that are some sometimes not possessed by others. Some similar aspects of foreign language to the native language will be easily learned by students, while the more differences they face the more difficult for them to learn.
In general, the goal of teaching foreign language is that the students master the four skills that are; listening, speaking, reading and writing. The language components like vocabulary, structure, pronunciation and spelling are taught to support the four skills; however the most important component of English is vocabulary. It is a core component of language proficiency and provides much of the basis for how well learners speak, listen, read, and write. Without an extensive vocabulary and any strategies for acquiring vocabulary, learners often achieve less than their potential and maybe discouraged from making use of language learning opportunities around them such as listening to the radio, using language in different contexts, reading, or watching television.
Mastering a large number vocabulary is very important for students who are study English. Because by mastering it will be easily understand language. Without mastering vocabulary they get trouble in developing the four language skills. There are many factors that influence the success of teaching vocabulary. Some of them are material to teach the students and the method that are used by the teacher. The ability of teacher to decide what material and what method will be used is important. The teacher should select suitable material, using appropriate approaches, and using various technique and media. 
This study focused on vocabulary because it is very significance element in mastering the four skills of English. Vocabulary is one of the most important aspects of foreign language learning. It means that vocabulary is very important for learning foreign language. By mastering vocabulary, it's expected that we master the four language skills.



B. Problem of the Study
Based on the background above, the formulation of the research problem is how can flash card be implemented to improve the students’ ability in vocabulary?

C. Purpose of Study
In line with the research problem above , certainly, it has some purposes to attain what the writer want in order it can be clearer and understandable, and this purposes expected has the best resulting its attaining experimentally. Based on the statement, the writer gives the purposes those are; 
	To find out or not effectiveness of using flash card as the media in teaching and learning vocabulary process in the seventh year of MTsN  Pucanglaban.

To know how far flash card as the media in improving vocabulary can influence the student's achievement in the seventh year of MTsN  Pucanglaban.

D. Significance of the Study
This study is expected to have a significant contribution in quality improvement of the language teaching learning. In particular, it is expected to be a very useful input for foreign language teachers in teaching vocabulary. The result of this study is expected to be useful.
The result of this study is supposed to develop the way in teaching vocabulary. Practically, the writer hopes that the result of this study will be very useful for the writer; the result of this study can enrich his knowledge and experience about teaching vocabulary, the result can encourage the English teacher in creating effective ways in teaching English especially teaching vocabulary. So, the result can be used as the feed back to improve his or her teaching and alternative reference in teaching vocabulary for young learners and to give input for researcher who wants to conduct a similar research especially on the same topic.

E. Scope of the Study 
This   study   discusses on Flash Card as Media Teaching to Improve Student’s vocabulary Ability in the Seventh year of MTsN Pucanglaban, Tulungagung In Academic Year 2009/2010 and the result will not be capable to generalize to other students in schools. Beside, this study is limited to the Seventh year of MTsN Pucanglaban, Tulungagung.

G. Definition of Key Terms
To avoid misunderstanding, the writer will give the key terms of this thesis as follow: Flash card is the picture combining with the formula. Learning is an active process in which leaner tries to construct new knowledge upon current and previous knowledge. Vocabulary is total number of word in a language. Vocabulary here means the total number of word in teaching vocabulary using picture.

H. Organization of the Study
This study consists of 5 chapters. Chapter 1 covers the general background of the study, reasons for choosing the topic, problem of the study, purpose of the study, and the significance of the study.
Chapter 2 discusses review of the related literature. It comprises teaching vocabulary to children by using flash card.
Chapter 3 deals with method of investigation that consists of research design, population, sample and technique of sampling, variable, method of collecting data, instruments of the study and data analysis.
Chapter 4 is data interpretation and research findings.
Chapter 5 is the final chapter that contains conclusions and suggestions on the basis of the research finding.



